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The phase III RV144 HIV-1 vaccine trial estimated vaccine efficacy (VE) to be 31.2%. This trial demonstrated that the
presence of HIV-1–specific IgG-binding Abs to envelope (Env) V1V2 inversely correlated with infection risk, while the
presence of Env-specific plasma IgA Abs directly correlated with risk of HIV-1 infection. Moreover, Ab-dependent cellular
cytotoxicity responses inversely correlated with risk of infection in vaccine recipients with low IgA; therefore, we
hypothesized that vaccine-induced Fc receptor–mediated (FcR-mediated) Ab function is indicative of vaccine protection.
We sequenced exons and surrounding areas of FcR-encoding genes and found one FCGR2C tag SNP (rs114945036)
that associated with VE against HIV-1 subtype CRF01_AE, with lysine at position 169 (169K) in the V2 loop (CRF01_AE
169K). Individuals carrying CC in this SNP had an estimated VE of 15%, while individuals carrying CT or TT exhibited a
VE of 91%. Furthermore, the rs114945036 SNP was highly associated with 3 other FCGR2C SNPs (rs138747765,
rs78603008, and rs373013207). Env-specific IgG and IgG3 Abs, IgG avidity, and neutralizing Abs inversely correlated
with CRF01_AE 169K HIV-1 infection risk in the CT- or TT-carrying vaccine recipients only. These data suggest a potent
role of Fc-γ receptors and Fc-mediated Ab function in conferring protection from transmission risk in the RV144 VE trial.
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Introduction
The Thai phase III RV144 vaccine trial, which tested the ALVAC-
HIV (vCP1521) prime and bivalent clade B/E recombinant gp120 
boost vaccine regimen, showed an estimated vaccine efficacy (VE) 
of 31.2% for prevention of HIV-1 infection (1). This result provided 
an opportunity to search for immune correlates of protection and 
to study viral and host genetics to understand better the predic-
tors and mechanisms of vaccine protection. Studies of immune 
responses as correlates of acquisition risk (CoRs) of HIV-1 infec-
tion showed that plasma IgG-binding Abs to scaffolded gp70-V1V2 

proteins inversely correlated with infection risk and specific HIV-1 
envelope (Env) gp120 plasma IgA-binding Abs directly correlated 
with infection risk (2–4). IgG avidity, Ab-dependent cellular 
cytotoxicity (ADCC), neutralizing Abs (NAbs), and CD4+ T cell 
responses inversely correlated with infection risk in the subgroup 
of vaccinees with low IgA; and specific Env IgA/IgG ratios directly 
correlated with HIV-1 infection risk in all vaccinees, indicating 
that Env-specific IgA Abs may have blocked protective IgG Fc-
mediated effector functions (5).

Part of the biological activities of Abs results from interactions 
between the Fc region of Abs and Fc receptors (FcRs) on cells, 
including monocytes, macrophages, dendritic cells, neutrophils, 
and NK cells. Fc-γ receptors (FcγRs) play multifaceted roles in 
immune complexes: they control innate immune effector cell acti-
vation, regulate the production and specificity of Abs, regulate 
B cell activation and plasma cell survival, and function in anti-
gen presentation and immune complex–mediated maturation of 
dendritic cells (6). Recent studies have demonstrated the crucial 
role of FcγRs widely expressed on innate immune effector cells in 
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cantly associated with VE, the SNPs that were captured by the tag 
SNP (correlated with r2 ≥ 0.8) would be evaluated, and the tag SNP 
and captured SNPs would be annotated for interpretations.

Association of FcRs with VE against HIV-1 acquisition. Using 
the case-only method based on the 125 HIV-1–infected cases 
(51 vaccine and 74 placebo) (21), none of the 28 tag SNPs were 
significantly associated with VE against HIV-1 infection after 
family-wise error rate (FWER) multiplicity correction (Supple-
mental Table 4). Previous reports showed that the estimated VE 
against infection with HIV-1 of subtype CRF01_AE HIV-1 that 
matched the vaccine insert at position 169 (169K) was relatively 
high at 48% (22), and the vaccine regimen induced Abs specific 
for 169K in the V2 loop (3, 23). Therefore, we also assessed asso-
ciations of the FcR genotypes with VE against CRF01_AE 169K 
HIV-1 (Supplemental Table 4). Based on the 87 CRF01_AE 169K 
HIV-1–infected cases (30 vaccine and 57 placebo), one tag SNP 
(rs114945036) significantly associated with VE against CRF01_
AE 169K HIV-1. This SNP locates at position 126 in intron 2 of the 
FCGR2C gene locus (henceforth referred to as FCGR2C 126C>T). 
FCGR2C 126C>T captured 3 other FCGR2C SNPs: rs138747765 in 
exon 3, rs78603008 in intron 3, and rs373013207 in intron 5. The 
first 2 captured SNPs were in a complete linkage disequilibrium 
(LD) with FCGR2C 126C>T (r2 = 1.0, 1.0, D’ = 1.0, 1.0, respectively, 
where D’ is a standard measure of LD). Therefore, their associa-
tions with VE were identical to that of FCGR2C 126C>T. The third 
captured SNP was in nearly complete LD with FCGR2C 126C>T 
(r2 = 0.9, D’ = 1), with slightly diminished association with VE. 
Between FCGR2C 126C>T and the captured exon 3 SNP, there 
was a functional polymorphism resulting in either an open read-
ing frame (FCGR2C-ORF) or a stop codon (FCGR2C-Stop) and 
consequently determining the expression of FCGR2C (24), with 
all but one participant encoding the stop codon. The potential for 
alternative functional consequences of these SNPs in aggregate is 
considered in the Discussion.

The estimated VEs for the subjects who carried the CC and 
CT/TT genotypes of FCGR2C 126C>T is shown in Figure 1; esti-
mated VE against any HIV-1 strain was 11% for CC subjects and 
64% for CT/TT subjects (P = 0.041, FWER-adjusted P = 0.59), 
and estimated VE against CRF01_AE 169K HIV-1 was 15% for 

mediating the protective functions of IgG (7). Aberrant expression 
or the presence of certain allelic variations of FcγRs is associated 
with altered functionality that in turn is associated with suscepti-
bility to, or increased severity of, certain autoimmune and infec-
tious diseases and to outcomes of monoclonal Ab cancer treat-
ments (8–17). Besides IgG Abs, IgA Abs also play an important role 
in humoral immunity. IgA interacting with IgA receptors (particu-
larly FcαR) has been found to affect pathogenesis of diseases and 
autoimmune conditions (18). However, immunogenetic variation 
of FcγRs and FcαRs in immune responses to and clinical protec-
tion by vaccines in humans remains under investigated. The cor-
relates of binding Ab responses with HIV-1 infection risk in RV144, 
the importance of Fc-FcR interactions to Ab function, and differ-
ential expression of FcR genotypes led us to determine whether 
FcR polymorphisms were related to the VE observed in RV144.

Results
Description of FcR SNP genotypes. We used amplicon resequenc-
ing technology to sequence the external protein domains and the 
transmembrane regions of the 5 low-affinity FcγR genes (FCGR2A, 
FCRG2B, FCGR2C, FCGR3A, FCGR3B) and the complete coding 
region of the FcαR gene (FCAR) (Supplemental Figure 1 and Sup-
plemental Table 1; supplemental material available online with this 
article; doi:10.1172/JCI75539DS1). These sequences were obtained 
for the 125 HIV-1–infected subjects (51 vaccine and 74 placebo) and 
the 205 uninfected vaccine recipient controls used in the case-con-
trol correlates analysis (2). Sequencing resulted in genotypes of 148 
FCGR SNPs (Supplemental Table 2A) and 42 FCAR SNPs (Sup-
plemental Table 3A). To reduce the number of tests and increase 
statistical power, we restricted the analysis to a subset of SNPs 
that passed quality control based on Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium  
(P > 0.00001), had enough variability to be able to potentially 
detect an association with VE (minor allele frequency greater than 
5%), and were not highly correlated with any other SNP (maxi-
mum Pearson correlation with any other SNP r2 < 0.8). Using the 
tag SNP selection algorithm implemented in Haploview (19, 20), 
we selected 28 tag SNPs from the 55 SNPs that satisfied the first 
2 screening criteria for further analysis (Supplemental Table 2 for 
FCGRs and Supplemental Table 3 for FCAR). If a tag SNP signifi-

Figure 1. Association of FCGR2C 126C>T 
(rs114945036) genotype with VE against 
any HIV-1 strain and VE against CRF01_AE 
169K HIV-1. The error bars are 95% confi-
dence intervals for VE.
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TT subjects in both time periods (VE against any HIV-1 strain was 
reduced from 27% to –10% in CC and from 73% to 50% in CT/TT 
individuals; VE against CRF01_AE 169K HIV-1 was reduced from 
41% to –36% in CC and from 100% to 78% in CT/TT individuals) 
(Supplemental Table 5).

Our further investigations focused on FCGR2C 126C>T as 
a marker for the SNPs that significantly associated with VE. We 
addressed 3 follow-up questions. (a) Did the previously identified 
differential VE against HIV genotypes with amino acid signatures 
at Env V2 positions 169 and 181 differ between CC and CT/TT 
subjects? (b) Did the immune responses to vaccination at week 26 
differ between CC and CT/TT vaccine recipients? (c) Did the asso-
ciation of immune responses with HIV-1 infection risk differ in CC 
and CT/TT vaccine recipients?

Increased VE against CRF01_AE HIV-1 matched to the vaccine at 
position 169 was restricted to the CT/TT subgroup. Previous sieve anal-
ysis identified 2 HIV-1 signature sites at Env V2 positions 169 and 
181, wherein VE was significantly greater against HIV-1 matched to 
the vaccine compared with HIV-1 mismatched at site 169, and VE 
was significantly greater against HIV-1 mismatched than matched 
to the vaccine at site 181 (22). Detection of such differential VE at 
a signature site provides evidence that the site is involved in an 
immune mechanism of vaccine protection. Therefore, the previ-
ous analysis of differential VE against HIV-1 genotypes defined by 
match or mismatch at sites 169 and 181 was repeated within the CC 
and CT/TT subgroups. As shown in Figure 2A, differential VE at 
position 169 was observed in CT/TT subjects (VE = 91% against 
169 matched vs. VE < 0% against 169 mismatched HIV-1, P value 
for differential VE = 0.007) but not in CC subjects (P value for dif-
ferential VE = 0.45), with interaction P = 0.041 for the differential 

CC subjects compared with 91% for CT/TT subjects (P = 0.004, 
FWER-adjusted P = 0.05). Of the 121 HIV-1–infected subjects with 
genotype data, 25 of 71 (35%) placebo recipients compared with 9 
of 50 (18%) vaccine recipients carried the CT/TT genotype. Of the 
85 CRF01_AE 169K HIV-1–infected subjects with genotype data, 
22 of 55 (40%) placebo recipients compared with 2 of 30 (6.7%) 
vaccine recipients carried the CT/TT genotype.

Among the 28 tag SNPs that were assessed for their associ-
ation with VE, one nonsynonymous SNP (rs74341264) in exon 4 
and one SNP (rs201984478) in intron 5 of FCGR2C that were in LD 
with FCGR2C 126C>T (r2 = 0.62, 0.10; D’ = 1.0, 1.0, respectively) 
had marginally significant association with VE against CRF01_AE 
169K HIV-1 (P = 0.03 and 0.015, respectively, not significant after 
FWER correction) (Supplemental Table 4). In addition, 3 other tag 
SNPs (rs147342954 in intron 4 of FCGR3A, rs145835719 in intron 
4 of FCGR2B, and rs75898867 224 bp upstream of the start codon 
of FCAR) that were not correlated with FCGR2C 126C>T (r2 < 0.1)  
were marginally associated with VE against any HIV-1 strain  
(P < 0.05, but not significant after FWER correction) (Supplemen-
tal Table 4). Two other SNPs, FCGR2A 131H>R (rs1801274) and 
FCGR3A 158F>V (rs396991), which have been studied previously 
for their associations with HIV-1 infection risk (11, 15), were not 
associated with VE (Supplemental Table 4).

As reported previously (25), overall VE waned over time, 
with apparently little protection against HIV infection occurring 
beyond 18 months after the first vaccination. Therefore, to investi-
gate whether the association of FCGR2C 126C>T with VE changed 
over time, we repeated the above analyses for HIV-1 infections 
within 18 months and after 18 months of the first vaccination. VE 
waned over time in both genotype groups and was higher in CT/

Figure 2. Sieve effects (differential VE against CRF01_AE HIV-1 strains matching versus mismatching the vaccine insert). Sieve effects at (A) amino acid 
position 169 and (B) amino acid position 181 of the HIV-1 V2 Env were assessed within each of the 2 genotype subgroups of FCGR2C 126C>T (rs114945036). 
The error bars are 95% confidence intervals. The P values in the graphs are for comparing genotype-specific VE between and within the CC and CT/TT 
subgroups. The sieve effect at position 169 differed between the CC and CT/TT subgroups (interaction P = 0.04 at the bottom of A).
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Accordingly, the remaining analyses of the FCGR2C 126C>T SNP 
involving the HIV-1 sequence data focus on the 169 signature site.

No association of the FCGR2C 126C>T genotype with vac-
cine-elicited immune responses. Second, we assessed whether 
FCGR2C 126C>T was associated with immune responses mea-
sured 2 weeks after the last vaccination (week 26 visit). As shown 
in Figure 3 and Supplemental Figures 2–4, distributions of these 
week 26 immune response measures stratified by FCGR2C 

VE being restricted to (or stronger in) the CT/TT subgroup. These 
results support that the vaccine selectively blocked infection with 
CRF01_AE 169K HIV-1 only among CT/TT subjects, generating 
the hypothesis that a mechanism of protection involving site 169 
only occurs in individuals with a CT or TT genotype.

In contrast, there was no evidence that the differential VE at 
position 181 occurred more or less strongly in the CC subgroup com-
pared with the CT/TT subgroup (Figure 2B, interaction P = 0.99). 

Figure 3. Distribution of the 6 primary immune response variables at week 26 in vaccine recipients, cross-classified by CC versus CT/TT genotypes of 
FCGR2C 126C>T (rs114945036) and case-control status. Box plots show the 25th percentile (lower edge of the box), 50th percentile (horizontal line in the 
box), and 75th percentile (upper edge of the box), and vertical whiskers extend no more than 1.5 times the height of the box; individual outliers beyond the 
whiskers are plotted. Sex is indicated by color (men in blue and women in red), and tertile of response is indicated by point shading, where the gray hori-
zontal bands represent the middle third of response values. The percentages of low, medium, and high tertile immune responses in CC and CT/CT control 
vaccine recipients are displayed below each panel of box plots. P values for testing different responses between CC and CT/TT control vaccine recipients are 
from Wilcoxon rank-sum tests. AUC-MB, area under the curve of magnitude and breadth.
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test P > 0.05, q > 0.2) (Table 1). However, there was a nonsignificant 
trend (interaction P = 0.13) for the primary IgA Env–binding variable 
to directly correlate with HIV-1 risk in the CC vaccine recipients 
(odds ratio [OR] = 1.53 per 1-SD increase, P = 0.023) but not in the 
CT/TT vaccine recipients (OR = 0.69 per 1-SD increase, P = 0.45). 
Similarly, the IgA C1 peptide and IgA consensus A gp140 variables 
directly correlated with HIV-1 infection risk only in the CC vaccine 
recipients (OR = 1.74 and OR = 1.72 per 1-SD increase, P = 0.0005 
and P = 0.001, respectively, whereas for CT/TT vaccine recipients 
OR = 0.69 and OR = 0.02 per 1-SD increase, P = 0.45 and P = 0.91). 
For risk of infection with CRF01_AE 169K HIV-1, the correlation of 
IgG avidity and NAbs with infection risk differed between CC and 
CT/TT vaccine recipients at marginal significance levels (interac-
tion test q = 0.20) (IgG avidity: OR = 0.87 per 1-SD increase, P = 0.55 
in CC vs. OR = 0.09 per 1-SD increase, P = 0.05 in CT/TT; NAbs: 
OR = 1.23 per 1-SD increase, P = 0.36 in CC vs. OR < 0.01 per 1-SD 

126C>T genotype in the 205 uninfected vaccine recipient controls 
and the 2 vaccine recipient–infected case groups (i.e., all 41 HIV-1–
infected cases and the 25 CRF01_AE 169K HIV-1–infected cases). 
None of the immune responses significantly differed between the 
CC and CT/TT vaccine recipient controls (all P > 0.05), indicating 
that the FCGR2C 126C>T genotype did not seem to affect the abil-
ity of the HIV vaccine to induce the immune responses.

FCGR2C 126C>T genotype as an effect modifier of correlates of risk 
of HIV-1 infection — 6 primary and 8 sensitivity variables and 1 second-
ary variable assessed originally in RV144. Third, we assessed whether 
FCGR2C 126C>T was an effect modifier of the correlation of 
immune responses measured at week 26 with the risk of HIV-1 infec-
tion by 42 months as well as with the risk of CRF01_AE 169K HIV-1 
infection by 42 months. For risk of infection with any HIV-1 strain, 
the correlation for any of the 15 variables did not significantly differ 
between the CC and CT/TT vaccine recipient subgroups (interaction 

Table 1. Assessment of FCGR2C 126C>T (rs114945036) genotype modification of the correlation between immune responses 
(magnitude) at week 26 and risk of infection by 42 months among vaccine recipients

Primary variables and 
sensitivity variables

Any HIV-1 strain CRF01_AE 169K HIV-1
Genotype No. of cases/

controls
OR P value Int. P value  

(q value)A
No. of cases/

controls
OR P value Int. P value  

(q value)A

IgA binding CC 34:154 1.53 0.023 23:154 1.51 0.058
CT/TT 7:49 0.69 0.451 0.133 (0.48) 2:49 <0.01 0.941 0.941 (1.0)

gp70-V1V2 binding CC 34:154 0.64 0.032 23:154 0.62 0.052
CT/TT 7:49 1.03 0.946 0.302 (0.48) 2:49 0.31 0.305 0.555 (0.84)

IgG avidity CC 34:154 1.05 0.811 23:154 0.87 0.550
CT/TT 7:49 0.57 0.149 0.163 (0.48) 2:49 0.09 0.050 0.067 (0.20)

ADCC CC 34:154 0.99 0.969 23:154 0.95 0.825
CT/TT 7:49 0.80 0.616 0.655 (0.66) 2:49 0.95 0.949 1.000 (1.0)

NAb CC 34:154 1.16 0.463 23:154 1.23 0.356
CT/TT 7:49 0.77 0.547 0.396 (0.48) 2:49 <0.01 0.061 0.053 (0.20)

CD4+ T cells CC 34:154 1.13 0.447 23:154 1.37 0.051
CT/TT 7:49 0.58 0.424 0.343 (0.48) 2:49 0.72 0.765 0.563 (0.84)

IgA C1 peptide CC 34:154 1.74 0.0005 23:154 1.87 0.0005
CT/TT 7:49 1.31 0.542 0.549 (0.71) 2:49 0.01 0.945 0.938 (0.94)

IgA consensus A gp140 CC 34:154 1.73 0.001 23:154 1.66 0.004
CT/TT 7:49 0.02 0.908 0.895 (0.91) 2:49 0.02 0.946 0.939 (0.94)

V2 hot spot CC 34:154 0.73 0.148 23:154 0.65 0.103
CT/TT 7:49 0.32 0.031 0.152 (0.54) 2:49 0.32 0.227 0.469 (0.84)

IgG avidity gp120 293T CC 34:154 1.02 0.922 23:154 0.89 0.609
CT/TT 7:49 0.49 0.093 0.118 (0.54) 2:49 0.08 0.058 0.074 (0.33)

ADCC CC 34:154 0.97 0.897 23:154 0.80 0.365
CT/TT 7:49 1.70 0.144 0.179 (0.54) 2:49 0.03 0.174 0.204 (0.61)

NAb TZM-bl 92TH023.AE CC 34:154 1.14 0.523 23:154 1.16 0.525
CT/TT 7:49 0.62 0.309 0.238 (0.54) 2:49 0.05 0.045 0.039 (0.33)

NAb score TZM-bl subtype B CC 34:154 1.29 0.176 23:154 1.42 0.095
CT/TT 7:49 0.95 0.906 0.504 (0.71) 2:49 <0.01 0.933 0.930 (0.94)

NAb score A3R5 subtype E CC 34:154 1.01 0.975 23:154 1.06 0.812
CT/TT 7:49 0.96 0.912 0.910 (0.91) 2:49 <0.01 0.935 0.935 (0.94)

PBMC cytokine score CC 34:154 0.84 0.406 23:154 1.01 0.947
CT/TT 7:49 0.45 0.325 0.461 (0.71) 2:49 0.07 0.330 0.329 (0.74)

All infections with HIV-1 and CRF01_AE 169K HIV-1 were considered. Correlation was measured using the OR of risk probability per 1-SD increase in immune 
response. Six primary, eight sensitivity, and one secondary immune response variable studied previously (2) were evaluated. AInteraction P value (Int.  
P value) for testing a lack of a differential correlate of immune response with risk between the CC vaccine recipients and the CT/TT vaccine recipients.  
P values less than or equal to 5% appear in bold.
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increase, P = 0.061 in CT/TT). Similar trends were observed for the 
corresponding avidity and NAb sensitivity variables (Table 1). Simi-
lar to the overall HIV-1 infection results, the direct correlation of IgA 
Env binding with risk of CRF01_AE 169K HIV-1 infection appeared 
restricted to the CC vaccine recipients (Table 1).

FCGR2C 126C>T genotype as an effect modifier of correlates of 
risk of HIV-1 infection — IgG response to V1V2 scaffold antigens and to 
Env gp120s. The magnitudes of Abs reactive with subtype A, B, and 
C and CRF01_AE V1V2 scaffold antigens were shown previously 
to correlate inversely with HIV-1 infection risk (4). These inverse 
correlations were not significantly modified by FCGR2C 126C>T 
(all interaction P > 0.05), although the estimated ORs of CRF01_
AE 169K HIV-1 infection tended to be lower in CT/TT vaccine 
recipients than CC vaccine recipients (Supplemental Table 6). We 
also assessed the IgG breadth score to the V1V2 scaffold antigens 
as a CoR in all vaccinees and in the 2 FCGR2C 126C>T genotype 
subgroups of vaccinees, in which the breadth score for a vaccinee 
is defined as the median of the IgG response magnitudes to the 
11 V1V2 antigens. The IgG V1V2 breadth score was inversely cor-
related with overall HIV-1 infection risk in all vaccine recipients 

(OR = 0.66, P = 0.013), but this correlation was not significantly 
modified by FCGR2C 126C>T genotype (Supplemental Table 6). 
There was a trend toward a stronger inverse CoR of CRF01_AE 
169K HIV-1 infection in the CT/TT vaccine recipients (overall OR 
= 0.60, P = 0.006; CC OR = 0.63, P = 0.026; CT/TT OR = 0.26, P = 
0.027) (Supplemental Table 6). Last, the inverse correlations of the 
IgG responses to the 2 evaluated Env antigens (the vaccine insert 
strain A244 and a circulating strain from RV144 [AE703357]) with 
CRF01_AE 169K HIV-1 infection risk were restricted to the CT/TT 
vaccine recipients (Table 2, interaction P = 0.053 and P = 0.063, 
respectively). Therefore, these HIV-1 Env antigens likely express 
relevant epitopes that are also presented by HIV-1–infected cells 
and are important for Fc-FcγR Ab-mediated effector function.

FCGR2C 126C>T genotype as an effect modifier of correlates of 
risk of HIV-1 infection — IgG3 response to V1V2 scaffold antigens and to 
Env gp120s. The magnitudes of subclass IgG3 responses to the same 
V1V2 scaffold antigens measured for IgG did not correlate with 
HIV-1 infection risk without adjusting for IgA in previous analyses 
(26). However, subclass IgG3 has been reported to bind with higher 
specificity and affinity than IgG1 to most FcγRs (27). Here, we 

Table 2. Assessment of FCGR2C 126C>T (rs114945036) genotype modification of the correlation between IgG Ab binding to 2 Env 
gp120s (magnitude) at week 26 and risk of infection by 42 months among the vaccine recipients

HIV-1 Env antigen Any HIV-1 strain CRF01_AE 169K HIV-1
Genotype No. of cases/

controls
OR P value Int.  

P valueA
No. of cases-

controls
OR P value Int.  

P valueA

A244gp120δ11293Fmonomer (vaccine strain) CC 34:154 0.96 0.889 23:154 0.95 0.860
CT/TT 7:49 0.64 0.079 0.272 2:49 0.40 0.009 0.053

AE703357gp120D11monomer (circulating strain) CC 34:154 1.06 0.843 23:154 0.97 0.908
CT/TT 7:49 0.65 0.061 0.199 2:49 0.43 0.009 0.063

All infections with HIV-1 and CRF01_AE 169K HIV-1 were considered. Correlation was measured using the OR of risk probability per 1-SD increase in binding 
intensity in log10 scale. AInteraction P value for testing a lack of a differential correlate of immune response with risk between the CC vaccine recipients and 
the CT/TT vaccine recipients. P values less than or equal to 5% appear in bold.

Table 3. Assessment of FCGR2C 126C>T (rs114945036) genotype modification of the correlation between IgG3 Ab binding to 3 V1V2 
scaffold proteins and 2 Env gp120s (magnitude) at week 26 and the risk of infection by 42 months among the vaccine recipients

HIV-1 V1V2 and Env antigen Any HIV-1 strain CRF01_AE 169K HIV-1
Genotype No. of cases/

controls
OR P value Int.  

P valueA
No. of cases/

controls
OR P value Int. P 

valueA

gp70.AE(92TH023)-V1V2.AP CC 34:154 0.98 0.921 23:154 0.96 0.850
CT/TT 7:49 0.70 0.294 0.406 2:49 0.27 0.029 0.051

gp70.B(Case A2/mut3)-V1V2.LL CC 34:154 0.99 0.946 23:154 0.96 0.871
CT/TT 7:49 0.69 0.284 0.385 2:49 0.27 0.031 0.052

gp70.C(1086)-V1V2.LL CC 34:154 0.99 0.970 23:154 0.96 0.852
CT/TT 7:49 0.66 0.254 0.336 2:49 0.21 0.032 0.048

A244gp120δ11293Fmonomer CC 34:154 1.12 0.615 23:154 0.97 0.905
CT/TT 7:49 0.61 0.160 0.142 2:49 0.28 0.034 0.053

AE703357gp120D11monomer CC 34:154 1.14 0.542 23:154 0.97 0.910
CT/TT 7:49 0.65 0.210 0.164 2:49 0.37 0.032 0.061

All infections with HIV-1 and CRF01_AE 169K HIV-1 were considered. Correlation was measured using the OR of risk probability per 1-SD increase in binding 
intensity in log10 scale. AInteraction P value for testing a lack of a differential correlate of immune response with risk between the CC vaccine recipients and 
the CT/TT vaccine recipients. P values less than or equal to 5% appear in bold.
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found that FCGR2C 126C>T genotype did not significantly modify 
the correlation of any of the 11 V1V2-specific IgG3 responses with 
overall HIV-1 infection risk (interaction test P > 0.05, Supplemen-
tal Table 7); however, there was borderline significant modification 
of the correlation of IgG3 responses to 3 V1V2-specific antigens 
with CRF01_AE 169K HIV-1 infection risk (Table 3; interaction  
P = 0.048 to P = 0.052). In addition, the IgG3 V1V2 breadth score 
was not significantly correlated with overall HIV-1 infection risk 
in all vaccine recipients (OR = 0.79), and this correlation was not 
significantly modified by FCGR2C 126C>T genotype (Supplemen-
tal Table 7). The IgG3 V1V2 breadth score was inversely correlated 
with CRF01_AE 169K HIV-1 infection risk (OR = 0.63 per 1-SD 
increase, P = 0.023) but not differentially correlated between the 

CC and CT/TT vaccine recipients (OR = 0.66 vs. 0.29 per 1-SD 
increase in CC vs. CT/TT) (Supplemental Table 7).

Furthermore, the previous immune correlates analysis (2) 
reported that IgG3 Env response rate but not magnitude of response 
to the vaccine strain A244 gp120 weakly correlated with a decreased 
risk of overall HIV-1 infection. We found that the magnitude of IgG3 
Env response was an inverse CoR only in the CT/TT vaccine recip-
ients, particularly with the risk of CRF01_AE 169K HIV-1 infection 
(OR = 0.97 vs. 0.28 per 1-SD increase in CC vs. CT/TT) (Table 3). 
Similarly, the magnitude of IgG3 Env response to the circulating 
strain AE703357 was an inverse CoR of CRF01_AE 169K HIV-1 
infection only in the CT/TT vaccine recipients (OR = 0.91 vs. 0.37 
per 1-SD increase in CC vs. CT/TT).

Figure 4. Comparisons of IgA-binding Abs, IgG-binding Abs, IgG avidity, and NAbs at week 26 between the uninfected vaccine recipients (controls) and 
CRF01_AE 169K HIV-1–infected vaccine recipients (169K cases) within each of the 2 genotype subgroups of FCGR2C 126C>T (rs114945036). Each immune 
response variable was standardized to have mean 0 and SD of 1. Box plots show the 25th percentile (left edge of the box), 50th percentile (vertical line in 
the box), and 75th percentile (right edge of the box), and vertical whiskers extend no more than 1.5 times the height of the box; individual outliers beyond 
the whiskers are plotted. Green, gray, and red data points indicate the tertiles of response (low, medium, and high, respectively). P values for comparing 
immune response variables (except IgA C1 peptide and IgA consensus A gp140) are from the Wilcoxon rank-sum test and for comparing response rates of 
IgA C1 peptide and IgA consensus A gp140 are from Fisher’s exact test. The 2 CRF01_AE 169K HIV-1–infected vaccine recipient cases in the CT/TT genotype 
group had uniformly low immune responses of all types, with significantly lower responses for IgG avidity and NAbs compared with those for the CT/TT 
uninfected vaccine recipients.
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uninfected CC vaccine recipients compared with those in the 23 CC 
CRF01_AE 169K vaccine cases. These significant results are consis-
tent with the earlier results based on logistic regression models.

Discussion
The results of the RV144 ALVAC/AIDSVAX clinical trial suggested 
the contribution of Fc-mediated Ab function to the reduction of 
the risk of HIV-1 infection (2, 5, 23, 28). The binding of the Ab 
Fc region to FcRs expressed on monocytes, macrophages, neu-
trophils, NK cells, and dendritic cells triggers a variety of immune 
functions mediated by these cellular populations (6). All human 
FcγRs except FcγRIIb signal through an immunoreceptor tyrosine-
based activating motif (ITAM), while FcγRIIb delivers inhibitory 
signals through an immunoreceptor tyrosine-based inhibitory 
motif. The FCGR2C is peculiar in its structure and is generated 
by an unequal crossover between FCGR2A and FCGR2B (29, 30). 
FCGR2C shares the extracellular sequence of FCGR2B but signals 
through the ITAM like FCGR2A. Interestingly, FCGR2C has been 
reported capable of mediating ADCC (30–32) and may play a role 
in anti–HIV-1 Ab–neutralizing activity, similar to FCGR2B (33).

In this study, we identified a tag SNP in FCGR2C (FCGR2C 
126C>T, rs114945036) that significantly modified VE to prevent 
infection with CRF01_AE circulating strains in Thailand that 
expressed lysine at position 169 (169K). Estimated VE was 91% 
against CRF01_AE 169K HIV-1 and 64% against any HIV-1 strain in 
CT/TT subjects, in contrast to 15% and 11% in CC subjects, respec-
tively. This SNP locates in intron 2 of FCGR2C and is in a com-
plete LD (r2 = 1, D’ = 1) with 2 other SNPs in FCGR2C, rs138747765 
in exon 3 (missense mutation) and rs78603008 in intron 3, and 
is in a nearly complete linkage (r2 = 0.9, D’ = 1) with another 

Although inverse correlations (estimated ORs < 1) were 
observed in the CT/TT vaccine recipients for several immune 
response variables, there was low statistical power for detecting 
significant effect modification compared with that in CC vac-
cine recipients, mainly due to the high estimated VE in CT/TT 
subjects: 7 of 41 vaccine HIV-1 cases (5%) and 2 of 25 vaccine 
CRF01_AE 169K HIV-1 cases (8%) carried the CT/TT genotype 
compared with 49 of 205 vaccine controls (24%). Therefore, 
while the small number of CRF01_AE 169K HIV-1 cases limits the 
precision of the assessment of how the CoRs depend on FCGR2C 
126C>T genotype, it also makes the assessment more potentially 
clinically meaningful, given the connection of the inferences to 
the high estimated VE.

To further describe the nature of the inverse correlations in CT/
TT vaccine recipients, we plotted and compared the distributions 
of immune responses for the 2 CT/TT CRF01_AE 169K HIV-1–
infected vaccine cases and the 49 CT/TT uninfected vaccine con-
trols and for comparison also did this for the 23 CC CRF01_AE 169K 
HIV-1–infected vaccine cases and the 154 CC uninfected vaccine 
controls (Figures 4 and 5). These 2 CT/TT cases had unusually low 
immune responses uniformly for all responses measured, suggest-
ing that these 2 individuals may be interpreted as having “complete 
lack of take” to the vaccine. As Figures 4 and 5 illustrate, many of 
the immune responses were significantly higher in the uninfected 
CT/TT vaccine recipients compared with those in the 2 CT/TT 
CRF01_AE 169K vaccine cases. In contrast, only the IgG breadth 
score to the V1V2 scaffold antigens was significantly higher in the 
uninfected CC vaccine recipients compared with that in the 23 CC 
CRF01_AE 169K vaccine cases, while the response rates of IgA C1 
peptide and IgA consensus A gp140 were significantly lower in the 

Figure 5. Comparisons of IgG and IgG3 V1V2 breadth scores to V1V2 scaffold antigens (labeled median IgG/IgG3 response to V1V2) and of IgG and IgG3 
to the A244 and AE703357 gp120 antigens at week 26 between the uninfected vaccine recipients and CRF01_AE 169K HIV-1–infected vaccine recipients 
within each of the 2 genotype subgroups of FCGR2C 126C>T (rs114945036). The V1V2 breadth score for an individual was defined as the median of IgG or 
IgG3 responses to the 11 V1V2 scaffold antigens. Each immune response variable was standardized to have mean 0 and SD of 1. Box plots show the 25th 
percentile (left edge of the box), 50th percentile (vertical line in the box), and 75th percentile (right edge of the box), and vertical whiskers extend no more 
than 1.5 times the height of the box; individual outliers beyond the whiskers are plotted. Green, gray, and red data points indicate the tertiles of response 
(low, medium, and high, respectively). P values for comparing immune response variables are from the Wilcoxon rank-sum test. The 2 CRF01_AE 169K  
HIV-1–infected vaccine recipient cases in the CT/TT genotype group had uniformly low immune responses of all types, with significantly lower responses 
for IgG and IgG3 to the A244 and AE703357 gp120s compared with those for the CT/TT uninfected vaccine recipients.
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sis will include biochemical and cellular measurements of altered 
function, such as changes in Fc-binding affinity. A second and 
not mutually exclusive consequence of the linked variation is the 
quantitative differences in mRNA expression, resulting in changes 
in native protein expression levels. Such changes could affect 
overall levels of Fc uptake and consequently affect the regulation 
of any number of the afferent and efferent phases of the IgG- 
dependent immune responses (37). Due to limitations in the avail-
ability of study samples for RV144, we were not able to examine 
expression directly and do plan to address possible altered expres-
sion patterns associated with these genotypes in other population 
samples as they become available in future studies.

In RV144 vaccine recipients, IgG- and IgG3-binding Abs to 
V1V2 scaffold proteins inversely correlated with HIV-1 infection 
risk (2–4, 26, 38) and plasma IgA-binding Abs to Env directly cor-
related with HIV-1 infection risk (2). We found a trend for the IgA 
direct correlation to occur only in the CC vaccine recipients but 
not in the CT/TT vaccine recipients. We also found the inverse 
correlations of IgG- and IgG3-binding Abs to V1V2 presented in 
both genotype groups, but with a trend toward stronger inverse 
correlations in the CT/TT vaccine recipients, especially for cor-
relation with CRF01_AE 169K-specific HIV-1 infection risk. In 
addition, we found several new results about inverse correlates of 
CRF01_AE 169K HIV-1 infection risk that were restricted to the 
CT/TT vaccine recipients with borderline significant interaction 
P values: IgG avidity, NAbs to CRF01_AE circulating strains, and 
IgG and IgG3 Env binding to the A244 vaccine strain and to the 
CRF01_AE circulating strain AE703357. These inverse correla-
tions, together with the result that the vaccine may have only (or 
better) protected CT/TT subjects against CRF01_AE 169K HIV-1,  
generate a hypothesis that these Ab responses are correlates of 
protection only in (or more strongly in) individuals carrying the 
CT or TT genotype. Env-specific IgA Abs may block protective IgG 
Fc-mediated effector functions to the recipients who carry the CC 
genotype. Because correlates of risk analyses do not establish cor-
relates of protection nor mechanisms of protection (39), additional 
research would be needed to validate or refute these Ab responses 
as FCGR2C genotype–dependent correlates of protection.

Of particular note, the 2 CRF01_AE 169K HIV-1–infected vac-
cine recipient cases in the CT/TT genotype group had uniformly 
low immune responses of all types (Figures 3 and 5 and Supple-
mental Figures 2–4). While definite conclusions from these 2 
cases cannot be drawn, the data may provide a clue that the CT/
TT group with “vaccine take” could have received a relatively high 
degree of protection against CRF01_AE 169K HIV-1. Historically, 
in VE trials, correlates of protection have been documented in 
part by observing that breakthrough vaccine recipient cases have 
unusually low immune responses (40). An alternative explana-
tion is that the measured immune responses are not correlates of 
protection, but the CT/TT genotype is associated with protection 
through an unmeasured immune mechanism. A third possible 
explanation is a false-positive correlate of risk in CT/TT subjects 
due to statistical sampling variability. Additional research would 
be needed to discriminate among these possible underlying rea-
sons for the observed association. Overall, it will be important to 
study the impact of different subclasses of Fc-mediated IgG func-
tions; for instance, to evaluate IgG1 and IgG3 for their ability to 

FCGR2C SNP, rs373013207 in intron 5. The allele frequency of 
the minor T allele of FCGR2C 126C>T in the Thai study popula-
tion was 13.5%, and the prevalence of the CT/TT genotype was 
24%. Given that the estimated VE was 31% in all individuals and 
64% in CT/TT individuals, the 24% prevalence of CT/TT implies 
that about half of the estimated 31% efficacy may be explained 
by the CT/TT genotype subgroup (0.24 × 0.64 = 0.15 = 0.31/2).  
The same results were observed for the 2 linked SNPs in this Thai 
study population. The minor allele frequency of FCGR2C 126C>T 
(each of the 2 linked SNPs) in other populations ranges from 10% 
to 30% (0% to 39%) (data from the 1000 Genomes Project; ref. 
34), resulting in population frequencies of individuals carrying 
at least one minor allele in their genotype of 21% to 53% (0% to 
64%). The minor allele frequencies and prevalences of individu-
als carrying at least one minor allele at the FCGR2C 126C>T locus 
and at 2 linked SNP loci in different ethnic populations are tabu-
lated in Supplemental Table 8.

To our knowledge, this is the first report of an association 
between FCGR2C 126C>T (the SNPs in linkage) and intervention 
efficacy against a clinical outcome. Whether this association with 
vaccine prevention of HIV-1 infection and the corresponding esti-
mation of VEs are generalizable to other host populations, circu-
lating HIV-1 strains, or other vaccines needs to be determined in 
new VE trials.

The functional significance of this association remains to be 
established. SNP rs10917661 alters a codon at amino acid posi-
tion 33 in exon 3 of FCGR2C, resulting in either an open frame 
(FCGR2C-ORF) or a stop codon (FCGR2C-Stop), presumably 
affecting the functional expression of the gene (24, 30). This 
SNP locates between FCGR2C 126C>T and the missense SNP 
rs138747765 in exon 3. Since, in this study, all except one of the 
samples were homozygous for the FCGR2C-Stop genotype, 
expression of the missense mutation would not occur in this pop-
ulation. At this stage, the positions of the significantly associated 
SNPs within FCGR2C suggest at least two possibilities regarding 
functional associations. One possibility is that these detected 
SNPs for association were in linkage with functional variants that 
were not genotyped in this study (35).

However, the complete LD among the intron 2, exon 3, and 
intron 3 SNPs does suggest the second possibility of alterna-
tive splicing, yielding an open reading frame that bypasses the 
FCGR2C-Stop codon to encode a product with an atypical FcR 
protein sequence. Alternative splicing variants of FCGR2A and 
FCGR2B have been characterized, and, while none have been 
described for FCGR2C, only a limited examination of this gene has 
been completed to date (30). While neither the intron 2 nor intron 
3 SNPs alter known splicing signals, the complete LD among the 
significant FCGR2C SNPs suggests that an examination of expres-
sion patterns in different cell types is warranted. In that regard, in 
addition to NK cells, FCGR2C transcripts have been identified in 
other hematopoietic compartments, including B lymphocytes and 
myelomonocytic cells (36).

If associated changes in mRNA expression are detected, 
experiments can then be designed to measure altered protein 
expression and consequent FcR function. Altered splicing may 
result in transcripts encoding novel proteins, directing the focus of 
future studies to establishing their expression. Functional analy-
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Methods
Study cohorts. The case cohort, consisting of all 125 subjects who 
acquired HIV-1 infection during the RV144 trial (74 placebo and 51 
vaccine recipients), was used to assess effect modification of VE by 
the FcR genotypes. The case-control cohort, consisting of the 41 
infected and 205 uninfected vaccine recipients with week 26 immune 
responses measured, was used to assess effect modification of CoRs 
by the FcR genotypes. These 205 uninfected vaccine recipients were 
used for comparing immune responses between vaccinated subgroups 
with different FcR genotypes. The 205 controls were selected previ-
ously in the initial immune correlates study, using a stratified random 
sample of vaccine recipients free of HIV-1 infection at 42 months, with 
strata defined by the cross-classification of gender, the number of vac-
cinations received, and per-protocol status (2).

FcR genotyping. Target amplicons for resequencing were gener-
ated by defining PCR primers from the genomic templates spanning 
each of the 5 FCGR loci on chromosome 1q23-24 and the FCAR locus 
on chromosome 19q13.42, using reference human genome build 37. 
The external protein domains and the transmembrane sequences of 
the 5 FCGR loci and the complete coding sequence of FCAR locus 
were targeted (Supplemental Figure 1). Amplicon resequencing was 
carried out using dye terminator chemistry, and data were analyzed 
with software as described previously (48). The primer sequences and 
associated information regarding resequencing are available in Sup-
plemental Table 1. For more details, see the Supplemental Methods.

Immune response assays. We studied the 6 primary immune 
response variables assessed in the original immune correlates study 
(2), all measured 2 weeks after the last immunization at the week 26 
visit: plasma IgA-binding Ab to Env, IgG-binding Ab to gp70-V1V2, 
avidity of IgG Ab to Env, ADCC, NAbs, and the level of Env-specific 
CD4+ T cells. We also studied the 8 “sensitivity variables” assessed in 
the same study (2) that were related to the 6 primary variables within 
the same assay types as well as the 1 secondary variable in the study 
that was a significant CoR, with a false discovery rate q value below 
0.20 (IgA C1 peptide). We also studied IgG and IgG3 responses to 
the vaccine strain gp120 (A244) and to the CRF01_AE circulating 
strain AE703357, which were studied as secondary variables in ref. 2. 
These 2 HIV-1 Env antigens are hypothesized to be relevant Env target 
sequences for effective FcR-mediated vaccine-elicited immunity in 
RV144 trial. In addition, we studied immune response variables that 
were evaluated as CoRs in a later study (4): IgG Abs to 11 V1V2 scaffold 
antigens, measured using an ELISA and a binding Ab multiplex assay 
(BAMA). Last, we studied IgG3 Abs to the same 11 V1V2 scaffold anti-
gens studied previously (26). Because ELISA and BAMA yielded very 
similar CoR results for the IgG and IgG3 Abs to V1V2 scaffold antigens 
and Env antigens, we only presented the BAMA results for these vari-
ables. Supplemental Figures 5 and 6 show heat maps and hierarchical 
clustering trees of Spearman rank correlations of pairs of the IgG and 
IgG3 Abs to the 11 V1V2 scaffold antigens.

Statistics. The case-only method, which uses data from infected 
subjects only, was used to estimate overall and HIV-1 genotype–spe-
cific VE stratified by FcR SNP genotypes and to test for SNP effects, 
wherein VE differs among FcR SNP genotype subgroups (21). The 
case-only method is valid only if the trial is randomized and has a rare 
study outcome, and the RV144 trial meets both criteria. This case-only 
method is optimally powerful (adding SNP data from uninfected sub-
jects would not increase statistical power) (49, 50) and cost-effective 

mediate ADCC, phagocytosis, and favor neutralization by recruit-
ing FCGR2C-bearing cells in a group of individuals with the CT/
TT genotype. It will be crucial to understand how these cells will 
respond following FCGR engagement compared with cells that 
do not express the FCGR2C. This will help explain the interplay 
between the adaptive humoral response and the innate immune 
response in conferring vaccine-induced protection.

None of the immune responses studied significantly differed 
between CT/TT and CC vaccine recipients (Figure 3 and Sup-
plemental Figures 2–4). This result combined with the results on 
effect modification of correlates of risk suggest that any role of the 
FCGR2C 126C>T genotype to modify VE cannot be explained by 
greater levels of immune response in the CT/TT subgroup, but 
rather by a different quality or function of immune response in CT/
TT vaccine recipients compared with CC vaccine recipients. Since 
mechanistic correlates of protection remain elusive for most vac-
cines (39, 41, 42), the characterization of host genetics as it inter-
sects with vaccine-induced immunity allows new biology on FcR-
mediated immunity to be tested. For HIV-1 infection, profound 
insights on HIV-1 control and disease progression have come from 
analyses of host genetics, viral genetics, and host immunity (43, 
44). Our study now demonstrates a role for FcR host genetics and 
HIV-1 vaccine-induced immunity.

Taken together, our findings show the importance of consid-
ering host immune genetics in the assessment of VE, immune 
correlates, and sieve analysis. New correlates of risk concen-
trated within genetic subgroups found here may inform future 
experiments and vaccine trials that can increase knowledge 
about mechanisms of vaccine protection. When data on vac-
cine-induced Abs over time from the case-control cohort are 
available, it will be informative to compare response trajectories 
between the CC and CT/TT vaccine groups to assess whether 
responses were more durable in the CT/TT group and to assess 
whether the polymorphism modifies the association of Abs over 
time with infection risk. In addition, to help understand the 
generalizable impact of these observations, surveys of the poly-
morphisms may be conducted in global populations relevant to 
HIV-1 vaccine design, including in Thailand, southern Africa, 
East and West Africa, the Americas, Europe, and Australia. It 
also may be informative to measure FcR genetics in populations 
in which nonefficacious vaccines were identified, in particular 
for the Merck Ad5 vaccine tested in the HVTN 502 Step trial (45, 
46) and the VRC vaccine tested in the HVTN 505 trial (47), each 
conducted predominantly in men of mixed European descent 
who have sex with men in the Americas. A lower prevalence of 
CT/TT in this population compared with the RV144 population 
would provide a potential partial explanation for lack of efficacy, 
although this may be unlikely given that CT/TT is more preva-
lent in people of mixed European descent than in people from 
Thailand. The results also suggest elevating FCGR2C genotyp-
ing and functional studies to secondary analyses in upcoming, 
scientifically intensive phase I/II HIV vaccine trials. Last, these 
results could affect vaccine design if and when future research 
identifies potential functional mechanisms of CT/TT-dependent 
RV144 vaccine protection, which would motivate development 
of new candidate vaccines that can extend the protective mecha-
nism to CC individuals.
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sum and Fisher’s exact tests. Distributions of immune responses were 
also compared within SNP genotype groups among the vaccine recip-
ients who were uninfected from any HIV-1 strains and those infected 
from CRF01_AE 169K HIV-1. For the comparative analyses, we report 
the Wilcoxon rank-sum test results if the subgroup-pooled response 
rate exceeded 20% and the Fisher’s exact test resulted otherwise.

Hierarchical clustering trees, based on a distance measure defined 
as 1 minus the Spearman rank correlation coefficient, and all vaccine 
recipients were used to cluster antigens into common antigenic groups.

Study approval. The study protocol was reviewed and approved 
by the ethics committees of the Ministry of Public Health, the Royal 
Thai Army, and Mahidol University and the Human Subjects Research 
Review Board of the US Army Medical Research and Materiel Com-
mand, Fort Detrick, Maryland, USA. It was also independently 
reviewed and endorsed by the World Health Organization and the 
Joint United Nations Program on HIV/AIDS and by the AIDS Vac-
cine Research Working Group of the National Institute of Allergy and 
Infectious Diseases (NIAID) at the NIH. Written informed consent 
was obtained from all volunteers, who were required to pass a written 
test of understanding.
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because only data from infected cases are needed. Given the moder-
ate sample size and the moderate minor allele frequencies for most 
SNPs, the SNP effects were tested under a dominant model of inheri-
tance. Given that RV144 was a double-blind, randomized HIV vaccine 
trial that was conducted in Thailand alone, the host genetic factors are 
expected to be equally distributed between the vaccine and placebo 
groups and the study population was relatively genetically homo-
geneous. Therefore, no adjustment for subpopulation structure is 
needed in the statistical analysis. P values were adjusted to control the 
FWER using Westfall and Young’s resampling method (51), which is a 
more efficient method of adjusting correlated P values (resulting from 
correlated SNPs genotypes) than the Bonferroni adjustment method. 
An adjusted P value of less than 0.05 was considered significant. 
The sieve analysis for assessing differential VE within host genotype 
groups and for comparison between genotype groups used the method 
described by Dai et al. (21).

Logistic regression models accounting for the immune response 
sampling design were used to assess whether and how FcR SNP geno-
types modified the correlation between week 26 immune responses 
and HIV-1 infection risk in vaccine recipients. Two infection risks were 
assessed: overall risk from any HIV-1 genotype and specific risk for 
CRF01_AE 169K HIV-1. In the first analysis, 41 cases and 205 controls 
were used, while in the second analysis, 25 CRF01_AE 169K HIV-1 
cases and 205 controls were used. The fitting method accommodates 
the outcome-dependent stratified immune response biomarker sam-
pling design via maximum likelihood estimation (52). All regression 
analyses were adjusted for gender and baseline risk behavior, as done in 
the initial immune correlates study (2). An interaction term of immune 
response variable and SNP genotype was included in models to test 
whether immune response differentially correlated with infection risk 
according to SNP genotype. The immune responses were modeled as 
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